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Abstract 

Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) is characterized by frequent 
partitions and intermittent connectivity. Power management issue 
in such networks is challenging. Existing power management 
schemes for wireless networks cannot be directly applied to DTNs 
because they assume the networks are well-connected. Since the 
network connectivity opportunities are rare, any power 
management scheme deployed in DTNs should not worsen the 
existing network connectivity. In this paper, we design a power 
management scheme called context-aware power management 
scheme (CAPM) for DTNs. Our CAPM scheme has an adaptive on 
period feature that allows it to achieve high delivery ratio and low 
delivery latency when used with Prophet, a recently proposed DTN 
routing scheme. Via simulations, we evaluate the performance of 
the CAPM scheme when used with the Prophet routing scheme in 
different scenarios e.g. different traffic load, node speeds and sleep 
patterns. Our evaluation results indicate that the CAPM scheme is 
very promising in providing energy saving (as high as 80%) 
without degrading much the data delivery performance.  

Categories and Subject Descriptors:  

C.2.2 [Network Protocols], C.4 [Performance of Systems] 

General Terms:  

Algorithms, Design, Performance 

Keywords: power management; disruption tolerant networks; 

sleep pattern; optimization 

1  INTRODUCTION 

A Disruption Tolerant Network (DTN) [1] is a network 
of nodes with frequent partition and intermittent 
connectivity. Recent research interests in this area include 
network architecture design and different routing algorithms 
for DTNs [2][3][4][5]. The routing schemes provide intra 
and inter-region data delivery services.  

Another research effort is related to efficient power 

management in DTNs. Most wireless devices can operate in 
different power consumption modes: idle listening, sleeping, 
transmitting, and receiving. Studies show that idle listening 
takes high energy consumption, which hence should be 
reduced and avoided when it is not necessary. The objective 
of any power management scheme is to minimize nodes’ idle 
listening durations while maintaining network connectivity 
so that data delivery performance does not degrade. 

Power management design in DTNs is very challenging. 
For example, nodes in sparse network suffer more network 
partitions. Thus, any deployed power management scheme 
should not worsen the existing connectivity opportunities. In 
this paper, we propose an asynchronous power management 
scheme called the context-aware power management 
(CAPM) scheme for DTNs. We first describe how the 
CAPM scheme works. Via simulations, we study how the 
data delivery performance changes when the CAPM scheme 
is used with the PROPHET scheme [5]. We provide 
guidelines on how to select appropriate parameters for the 
CAPM scheme such that energy savings, delivery ratio and 
delivery latency requirements can be met. Then, we present 
two simulation scenarios to illustrate the usefulness of our 
CAPM scheme and our suggested guidelines in selecting the 
sleeping parameters. The remainder of this paper is 
organized as follows. We provide a brief review of related 
work in Section 2. In Section 3 we present our power 
management scheme in detail. In Section 4, we describe our 
simulation setup and present our simulation results. We 
conclude in Section 5 with discussions on future work. 

2 RELATED WORK 

2.1 Wakeup scheduling in multi-hop wireless networks 

Many wakeup scheduling schemes were proposed for 
efficient power management in multi-hop wireless networks. 
In [8], they were summarized into three categories: 
scheduled rendezvous, asynchronous, and on-demand. In 
scheduled rendezvous mechanisms [14][15], nodes operate 
in predetermined wakeup patterns. Clock synchronization is 
generally assumed in these mechanisms. Asynchronous 
mechanisms [9][13] do not require time synchronization, but 
the sleep pattern must be carefully designed to ensure that 
there are necessary wakeup overlaps for communications. In 
on-demand wake-up schemes [16][17], often a two-radio 
architecture is deployed where a second low power radio is 
used to detect the presence of nodes, and this low power 
radio will activate a high power radio on demand for packet 
delivery. However, on-demand schemes are not suitable for 
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DTNs since the lower power radio often does not have 
enough transmission and reception ranges to allow nodes that 
are sparsely distributed to discover one another.  

2.2 Routing in Intermittently Connceted 

Networks 

Several routing schemes have been proposed for DTNs 
[2],[3],[5].Here, we give an overview of Prophet [5], the 
DTN routing protocol that we used in this paper.  

PROPHET. In [5], Lindgren etc designed a probabilistic 
routing protocol called PROPHET that uses history of 
encounters and transitivity information for intermittently 
connected networks. This probabilistic routing scheme 
establishes a probabilistic metric called delivery 
predictability at every node a for each known destination b. 
When two nodes meet, they exchange the delivery 
predictability information they stored. This information is 
used to update the estimated delivery predictability to the 
destination. A message is transferred to the other node if the 
delivery predictability of the destination of the message is 
higher at the other node.   

2.3 Power Management In DTN 

[6][7] present what we believe the first papers that 
discuss power management issues in DTN.  Their papers 
show that with knowledge on the statistics of the contact like 
mean and variance, one can significantly improve the 
performance of the network, like message delivery ratio, 
delay and energy consumption.  However, in many real life 
scenarios, such statistics may not be readily available, and 
designing a power management that work in such scenarios 
is the focus of our work. 

3 OVERVIEW OF THE CAPM SCHEME 

In this section, we describe our context-aware power 
management (CAPM) scheme for Disruption Tolerant 
Networks, which does not require any a priori knowledge on 
statistics of contact, and handles both neighbor discovery and 
data delivery. 

3.1 Preliminary  

We assume that each node independently operates its 
own wakeup schedule.  The sleeping pattern of the CAPM 
scheme is shown in Figure 1. Each node runs a fixed length 
duty cycle. In each duty cycle, the node wakes up for a fixed 
period, W, and then sleeps for the remaining time. The total 
wake-up cycle period is denoted as C. At the Kth wake-up 
cycle, the node remains on for the full cycle. Thus, a full 
wake-up cycle consists of K wake-up cycles. We refer to the 
tuple (W,C,K) as the sleep pattern in this paper.  

KC

Fig. 1.  (W,C,K) sleep pattern 

3.2 Neighbor Discovery 

Neighbor discovery is used to find neighbors that can be 
used as potential next-hop nodes for data forwarding. The 
neighboring nodes that are discovered by a node are referred 
to as its contacts. To discover neighbors, we assume each 
node periodically broadcasts a beacon when it wakes up. The 
beacon message provides information about its node 
identifier, the time it will remain active. A node that wakes 
up and have data for delivery piggybacks a delivery 
notification extension to its beacon message. The delivery 
notification contains the information about the node 
identifiers of the destinations of stored messages. An active 
node that receives a delivery notification with its identifier 
included will send a delivery accept message to the node that 
sends the delivery notification.   

Via the examples described below, we illustrate how our 
neighbor discovery scheme works. 

In Figure 2-a, all nodes have no data for delivery, so each 
of them broadcasts a regular beacon message upon waking 
up. In Figure 2-b, node 1 has data for delivery. When it 
wakes up, it broadcasts a beacon with a piggybacked 
delivery notification extension. Since node 2 and node 3 are 
asleep, there is no reply to node 1’s beacon message. But 
when node 2 wakes up and broadcasts its regular beacon, 
node 1 will receive this beacon. Then, node 1 can deliver its 
stored data to node 2. Similar actions are taken when node 3 
wakes up later. In Figure 2-c, node 2 has data for delivery. 
Thus, it issues a regular beacon with piggybacked delivery 
notification extension upon waking up. Let us assume that 
node 2 has data for node 1. Since node 1 is active, it will 
send a delivery acceptance message to node 2 when it hears 
node 2’s delivery notification. Thus, node 2 can discover 
node 1 and deliver messages to node 1. In Figure 2-d, node 3 
has stored data for delivery to nodes 1 & 2.  Again, after 
node 3 sends a regular beacon with piggybacked delivery 
notification, nodes 1 & 2 can each reply with a delivery 
acceptance message. Thus, node 3 can discover both nodes 
and deliver stored messages to them.  

In Figure 3, we illustrate how each node maintains a 
neighbor list after receiving the beacon messages from its 
neighbors. Let us assume that each node has a fixed on 
period (W). Upon receiving a beacon from Node 2, Node 1 
computes its remaining on time as (t1 +W – t4) and sends a 
delivery accept message to Node 2. Node 2 will insert node 
1’s information into its neighbor list upon receiving this 
delivery accept message. Similarly, when node 2 receives 
node 3’s regular beacon at time t8, node 2 again updates its 
neighbor list as shown in Figure 3. We also show in Figure 3 
how node 1 updates its neighbor list upon receiving a beacon 
with piggybacked delivery notification from node 2 and a 
regular beacon message from node 3. 

3.3 Optimal Choice of (W,C,K) 

One needs to carefully choose (W,C,K) values such that the 
delivery ratio, the average delay with and without turning on 
the sleeping algorithm do not differ by more than say 5%. In 
addition, we need to make sure that the values are chosen  
such that we can have the most energy saving. Thus, in this 
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subsection, we discuss how to derive optimal values of 
(W,C,K). Table 2 denotes all the notations that we use. First, 
W has to be larger than the time it takes for the RF circuit to 
turn on and transmit a short beacon message to inform 
active nodes that are within its transmission range. We 
assume that the minimum value of W, Wmin , is about 8-10 
ms [11]. C also has to be larger than the time it takes for 
neighboring nodes to issue beacon messages. So, we assume 
that C > Cmin = effn * Wmin. For an example, in a network 

with 40 nodes over 1000x1000 m2 , n is approximately 7.3 

So, Cmin ~ 73 ms. Next, we derive a relationship between W, 
C, and K that allows all the packets queued during a full 
cycle (KC) to be transmitted.  
 
We focus on a particular node, (say N1), and investigate 
how this node discovers other nodes. We observe that its 
potential neighbors can be grouped into the following two 
groups, depending how they are discovered by N1:  

 

 

Fig. 2.  Neighbor Discovery 
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  Fig. 3. Construction of Neighbor List 

Table 1: Notations Used 

W/S Wakeup /Sleep duration  

C Duty Cycle  (C = W + S) 

r Sleeping ratio ( r = C/ W) 

K The number of wake-up cycles that constitute a 
“full wake-up cycle” of a node so that it can 

discover its neighbors. 

R Transmission range 
σ  Node density 

n  
Active number of neighbors per node 

2** Rn πσ=  

L Packet size 

accesst  Access delay per packet 

θ  Bandwidth  

θ ′  Effective bandwidth θ
+θ

θ
=θ′

accesstL

L

/

/
 

jif ,  Traffic load on link (i, j) 

α  Energy consumption unit (e/second), when 
nodes are in wakeup  

β  Energy consumption unit (e/second), when 
nodes are in sleep 

Lm Number of hops in a route 
 

 

Figure 4: Two cases for discovering contacts 

1. First, nodes can be discovered if their awake period 
is overlapped with the awake period of N1, namely 
if the timing offset (i.e. awake period offset) 
between two nodes is less than 2W, as shown in 
Figure 4. Suppose the underlying mobility model is 
random way point, and the contact occurrence is 
uniformly distributed.  Therefore, the average 
number of nodes that can be discovered within the 

W2  window is n
C

W2
. 

2. Otherwise, nodes can only be discovered during the 
“full awake cycle”, the Kth cycle. The number of 
nodes that can be discovered in this manner is 

n
C

WC 2−
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During the “full awake cycle”, traffic that contributed by 
both of the groups needs to be completely sent out.  
Therefore, we have: 

jiji fKCn
C

WC
fCn

C

W
CC ,,min ***

2
***

2
*)(

−
+>′− θ    (1) 

 
At the right hand side of equation 1, the traffic loading due 
to group 1 and 2 are listed in the first term and second term, 
respectively.  We note that, for group 1, since the wake-up 
periods are overlapped with that of N1, all the traffic 
loading in the previous (K-1) cycles has been sent out 
during the previous (K-1) cycles.  Whereas for the nodes 
that only can be discovered in the last “full wake up cycle”, 
the traffic loading from the entire K cycles needs to be sent 
out in the last full wake up cycle.. 

  
At the left hand side of equation 1, the amount of traffic that 

can be supported by the radio is (C-Cmin)* θ ′ , since out of 

the last wake up cycle of duration C, Cmin needs to be used 
for exchange beacons and can not be used for traffic 

transmission.  θ ′  is the effected transmission bandwidth 

when transmitting a packet.  We note that when sending a 
packet over the air interface, the total delay is 

θ/Ltaccess + , where θ/L  is the packet transmission 

delay, and taccess is the access delay, which includes 
transmission delay and queuing delay.  Therefore, the 
“effective bandwidth” experienced by a packet 

is

accesstL

L

+
⋅=′

θ

θ
θθ

/

/
; namely due to the access delay, 

the effective bandwidth is reduced.  We note that taccess is 
dependent on the underlying MAC and loading, and can be 
determined either from simulations or from analysis 
presented in [19]. Given most of the operating scenarios of 

interest at medium traffic load, θ ′ is approximately 0.3 θ .  
Details of how this is derived can be found in [20]. 
 

To determine jif ,  we note the following: let B  be the 

total amount of traffic generated by the source nodes.  

Therefore, the total offered traffic in this network is mBL .  

We assume that this total traffic is uniformly distributed 

over all N  nodes. Thus, each node needs to transmit a 

traffic of NBLm / .  mL  is dependent on the routing 

scheme used. For  the random waypoint mobility model, one 
can use the expected meeting time approach described in 

[18] to derive an estimate of mL : we note that 
v

RLm *
 is the 

expected meeting time, and, according Eq. 6 of [25], it can 

be written as )(
2)1(275.1

1
stop

mm

TT
LR

A

pp
+

−+
, 

where: 
TT

T
p

stop

m
+

= , A is the size of the network area 

under consideration, R is the transmission range,, L  is the 
mean moving distance of the node, given the random 

waypoint mobility model, T  is the mean duration when a 

node is moving, and, stopT  is the mean duration when a 

node is stationary. 

Going back to equation (1), using the jif ,  value 

obtained from the above, we have 

θ ′
>

−+

− jiimum
fn

KWCW

CC ,min
*

)2(2
       (2) 

We refer to the left hand side expression as the Sleeping 
pattern impact factor (SPIF) and the right hand side 
expression as the Traffic Threshold Line (THH). We plot 
SPIF versus different W and C values in Figure 5. 

Next, we differentiate the SPIF with respect to C, and 
obtain 

2
min

])22([

)22(

WKKC

WKKC

c

SPIF

−+

−−
=

∂

∂
             (3) 

By setting 0=
∂

∂

c

SPIF
 and solve forW , and letting threshW  

denote the solution, we have
22

min

−
=

K

KC
W imum

thresh . We 

note that if threshWW > , 0<
∂

∂

c

SPIF
. Namely, 0=

∂

∂

c

SPIF
 

represents a line parallel to the x-axis with slope equal to 0.  

If 0<
∂

∂

c

SPIF
, SPIF is a family of convex curves with 

respect to C. Thus, given a value of THH, we want to 
choose K such that we can have SPIF>THH for this family 
of curves, regardless of the value C.  Take K=4 in Figure 5 
as an example, if THH=0.1 (10 flows and 1pkt/sec), then by 

choosing threshWW > , all the SPIF curves would lie above 

the THH=0.1 line, and hence satisfying equation (2) 
regardless of the C value.  
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 Figure 5: SPIF versus Duty Cycle Length  
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In addition to loading requirements considered in the 

last section, a user may wish to realize certain energy saving 
requirements.  Therefore, we determine next the normalized 
energy consumption relationship to determine further 

constraints for W, C and K.  Let eE  denote the “energy 

efficient metric”, which is defined as the ratio of the energy 
consumption under the sleep pattern described in this paper, 
to the energy consumption without the sleep pattern. 

Namely, a small eE  represents a high level of energy 

saving realized by the sleeping pattern.  Therefore,  eE  can 

be expressed as: 

KC

KWCCKW
Ee

α

βα )1)((])1([ −−++−
= . 

 
After simplification, we have 
 

))1(
1

1(
1

)1(
1

α

β

α

β

α

β

α

β
−−−++−∝

rKr
E  (4) 

   
By examining equation (4), we observe that as r and K 

increases, eE  decreases. In Figure 6, we plot the normalized 

energy consumption ( eE ) with different r and K values. 

Note that we use α = 0.179, and β =0.0141 for this plot. 
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Figure 6:Normalized Energy Consumption vs C/W 

 
In what follows, we provide a set of guidelines to choose the 
values for (W,C, K) for small THH values which are 
common for sparse adhoc networks. 

 

Rules for choosing (W, C, K) 

1. Choose K and W from Figure 5 
Given a traffic load requirement, compute THH. Using 
Figure 5, choose the largest K such that the convex family 
of the SPIF curves lies above the THH line. Assuming C/W 
is large, we have  

(
θ ′

>
−+

− jiimum
fn

KWCW

CC ,min
*

)2(2
, when ∞>−WC / ,  then, 

we have 
jifn

K
,*

θ′
< .  Figure 6 indicates that for energy 

efficiency, one would like to have larger K. However, for 
the average delay consideration, we do not want K to be 
larger than Kmax (e..g. Kmax=12). Thus, K is chosen to be 

min(Kmax,    
jifn ,*

θ′
   ). Once K is chosen, we evaluate 

Wthresh.and choose W to be Wthresh if this is larger than 
Wmin. 
Example: (1) Given 10-flow, 3pkts/s each, we get K < 4.8 
using a node density of 1x10-5 nodes/m2. Thus, we pick 
K=4. Then, Wthresh= 10.7 ms (this value does not include 
about 8-10 ms on/off switching delay [11])  
2. Choose C 

We use the following criterions to choose C 
(i) Energy requirements: Given the chosen value of K and 
W, we choose a value of r that satisfies the energy 
requirements 

Example: if the energy requirement is eE < 0.4, by 

consulting Figure 6, given K=4 we observe that r needs to 
be larger than 10, which makes C~240 ms if W is chosen to 
be 24 ms. 
 
(2) Delay Constraints: KC has to be less than the one-hop 
delay requirement,  e.g  5s 
Example: if one hop delay requirement is 5 seconds, than 
we have the largest C is 1.25, which is much larger than the 
required C values from the energy consumption 
requirement.  This means we can choose C between (0.24s, 
1.25 second). To achieve better energy efficiency, we would 
choose C=1.25 second but if we want better delay and 
delivery ratio, we may choose C=240 ms. 

 

4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

4.1 Simulation Setup 

In order to evaluate our power management scheme, we 
implemented our CAPM scheme and Prophet in ns-2 [12]. 
The performance metrics we used in our evaluation are: (1) 
Delivery Ratio, which is the successfully received number of 
data divided by the number of total delivered data. (2) 
Normalized Energy Consumption, which is the ratio between 
the energy consumption with power management and the 
energy consumption in the absence of power management. 
This metric is a measure of energy efficiency of our power 
management scheme, and (3) Average End-end delay, which 
is the delay it takes to deliver a message from the source to 
the destination. 

In our simulation, we use three network scenarios with 40 
nodes distributed over (a) 1000x1000m2 , 2000x2000 m2 and 
(c) 3000x3000 m2. The nodes move according to the random 
waypoint model. We set the pause time to be 10 seconds, and 
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the maximum node speed to be 5 m/s. All the nodes 
communicate using a normal transmission range of 250 m 
and a bandwidth of 1 Mbps. In our paper, we use the same 
energy parameters in [6] which are replicated in Table 2. 

Table 2: Power Usage 

State Idle Sleep Transmit Receive 

Power (W) 0.1791 0.0141 0.2818 0.2053 

We use constant bit rate traffic as our traffic model. We 
assume that there are 10 CBR flows. Unless otherwise stated, 
the sources and destinations of these flows are randomly 
selected among the 40 nodes.  The packet size is 512 bytes 
and the traffic generation rate for each flow is varied from 
0.25 pkts/sec to 3 pkts/sec. We run each simulation for 600 
seconds with a warming up period of 1000 seconds and the 
reported simulation results are based on the average of 5 
runs.  

4.2 .Optimal Choice of (W,C,K).  

In this section, we are interested in demonstrating that the 
guideline that we provide for choosing optimal (W,C,K) 
values is useful. In this set of  experiments, we use a 
network with 40 nodes distributed over 1000x1000 m2 . 10 
CBR flows with each flow generating 3 pkts/sec are used. 
Using the guideline provided in Section III, we select K=3, 
then we select a W value and determine Cthreshold from Eqn 
(2). Next, we simulate three cases with C=0.8Cthreshold, 
Cthreshold and 1.2Cthreshold for each selected W value. Table 3 
tabulates the delivery ratio, the average delay, and the 
normalized energy consumption for this experiment. It is 
apparent from Table 3 that when one picks a larger value of 
C, the average delay value increases but the normalized 
energy consumption reduces. 
 

Delivery Ratio Avg Delay (sec) 

W 0.8C 1.0C 1.2C 0.8C 1.0C 1.2C 

0.016 0.9 0.95 0.95 1.82 2.01 2.35 

0.018 0.87 0.93 0.94 1.78 1.82 1.86 

0.02 0.81 0.93 0.93 1.68 1.81 1.87 

0.024 0.82 0.93 0.93 1.61 1.75 1.81 

 
 Norm. Energy 
Consumption 

W 0.8C 1.0C 1.2C 

0.016 0.287 0.279 0.272 

0.018 0.313 0.301 0.289 

0.02 0.351 0.339 0.321 

0.024 0.375 0.347 0.329 

Table 3: Results with different Ws 

4.3 Impact of Node Densities and Traffic Load 

In our second experiment, we investigate the effectiveness 
of our CAPM scheme when we use different traffic loads 
and node densities. We tried three network scenarios with 
different node densities, namely 40 nodes over (i) 

1000x1000 m2 (denoted as 1000x1000-40), (ii) 2000x2000 
m2, and (iii) 3000x3000 m2. The parameters used in our 
simulations are tabulated in Table 4. 
 

 Table 4: Parameter values for Experiment 2. 

Packet rate Node density  Sleeping pattern (W, C, 
K) 

1000x1000-40 (0.024, 1.67, 3) 

2000x2000-40 (0.01, 1.25, 4) 

3pkt/s 

3000x3000-40 (0.01, 1.6, 3) 

1000x1000-40 (0.04, 0.4, 12) 

2000x2000-40 (0.01, 0.4, 12) 

0.25pkt/s 

3000x3000-40 (0.01, 0.4, 12) 
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(a) Delivery Ratio versus Node Density 
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(b) Average Delay versus Node Density 

 
Figures 7(a),(b) &(c) plot the delivery ratio, average delay 
and normalized energy consumption for our second 
experiment. From the results, we can see that the delivery 
ratio does not degrade more than 3% with different node 
densities when the CAPM scheme is used. However, using 
CAPM allows us to save 80% energy at low load (0.25 
pkts/sec) and about 70-80% energy at high load (3 pkts/sec) 
with different node densities. We have results using 
Zebranet mobility model [20] that show that similar power 
savings can be obtained. 
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(c) Normalized Energy Consumption vs Node Density 

Figure 7: Impact of Traffic Load and Node Density on 

CAPM. 
Next, we use a network scenario with 40 nodes distributed 
over 3000x3000 m2  and compare the energy efficiency of 
the CAPM scheme and the PSM scheme described in [7]. 
We use both a low load (0.25 pkt/s for each flow) and a high 
load (3 pkts/sec for each flow) scenarios. Our results 
indicate that CAPM can achieve a 80% energy saving at low 
load and 70-80% energy saving at high load and yet achieve 
delivery ratio and average delay that are comparable to the 
case without sleeping. However, the PSM scheme can only 
achieve a 40% energy saving. Thus, our CAPM scheme is 
more effective. Details of such results can be found in our 
technical report [20]. 
 

5 CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we present a context-aware power 

management (CAPM) scheme for DTNs. Our power 
management scheme allows us to maintain network 
connectivity while saving energy. Then, via simulations, we 
study the data delivery performance and energy saving that 
one can get when CAPM is used together with Prophet. Our 
results indicate that the CAPM scheme allows us to save 
energy while maintaining reasonably close data delivery 
performance to the case without power management. We 
also investigate how the node densities and traffic load affect 
the effectiveness of the CAPM scheme. Our results 
demonstrate that our CAPM scheme is adaptive to different 
network environments and can provide energy saving of up 
to 70-80%.  

In this work, we only evaluate the impact of power 
management on the data delivery performance using only 
one DTN routing scheme. We intend to study the 
performance of the CAPM scheme with other DTN routing 
schemes. In addition, we intend to study the impact of 
different mobility models on the performance of the CAPM 
scheme with any DTN routing schemes. We also intend to 
investigate if the same power management scheme can be 
effective in DTNs with both static and mobile nodes.  
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